
STARTER (10 mins) •  Think of an activity you can do that doesn’t take too much physical effort, e.g. sleeping, 
reading, taking a bath, having a cup of tea. Try to write down all the things you still have 
to do when doing those activities even though they seem inactive e.g. find a bed, put 
on bed sheets, fluff up pillows, turn out the lights, lay down and count sheep... Try to list 
even the tiniest parts of the activity and see how far you can stretch it. 

•   Share some of your ‘activity lists’ with the rest of the class. They are what we call 
‘conventions’ - things that you would expect to see happening when somebody takes 
part in an activity. 

MAIN ACTIVITY (30 mins) •  Watch Diamond Dave Delaney’s Darts Workout from the CBBC series Fit. The clip is 
available online at bbc.co.uk/comedyclassroom on the Primary page.

•   Which was the funniest part? What are all the things that the advert says you need to 
do to be a great darts player? 

•   Look at the table which shows you all the information that an advert can contain 
when you watch it. These are some of the conventions of a TV advertisement. Watch 
the Diamond Dave video again, trying to fill in the boxes. Teachers’ note: Check prior 
knowledge of rhetorical questions with younger children who may not have come across 
the term before. 

•   Dave Delaney managed to get an entire exercise workout from playing darts. Now 
write your own advert for an exercise DVD that uses the activity you listed earlier. Try to 
include as many of the different conventions of adverts as you can. If you want to, you 
can use the script from the original show as a guide to help you lay out your script.

Teaching sequence 2 – writing a parody sketch (60 mins)

Key objective 
To write a parody sketch of 
an advertisement

Description 
This session focuses on creating a spoof version of an advertisement. 
Pupils will be asked to recognise the conventions of TV advertising 
and to invert them in a way that will be hilarious for an audience.

Literacy outcomes 
*  Recognise / use 

conventions of TV 
advertising 

*  Write to persuade 
an audience

Leader notes on delivery  
This session is very much about turning the world on its head and 
making the everyday seem ridiculous. The more content you can 
encourage from pupils in the starter activity the better - stretch them 
to consider even the most minor tasks as being included as it will give 
them more content to play with when it comes to writing their parody 
advert. Be warned - this may possibly be the cheesiest session you 
have ever delivered!

Resources 
*  Clips: Diamond Dave 

Delaney’s Darts Workout 
DVD from FIT!

*  ‘Conventions’ fill in 
table sheet

* Pupil-facing slides

Differentiation  
There are a range of tasks in this session, from guided work such as the 
fill in table about conventions to the more exploratory work when children 
are creating their own scripts. Pupils who are most able will recognise 
the conventions of advertising and may relate their work to previous 
knowledge to create a less formulaic advert, while the ‘hard sell’ style of 
the example should give a clear guide for pupils who are approaching this 
for the first time.

PLENARY (10 mins) •  Share some of your adverts with the rest of the class, getting friends to read with 
you if you have more than one person speaking.

•  Would we buy any of these exercise DVDs? What ways did the writers try to 
persuade us?

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES 
Try out some other parodies - you could make a parody of a news programme, a talent 
show or even a pop video. Try to include your own silly versions of all the conventions that 
they use to try to get some laughs for your audience. Act out your scenes with your friends.

Rhetorical 
question at the 
start: “Do you 
want...?”
Video of people 
using the product

 

A happy customer 
telling you how 
good the product is

Is there something 
you get free with 
the product?
What else can 
you buy that is 
similar?
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     Conventions. What do we see in the Dave Delaney advert?

Could looking at comedy scripts be another method to enhance the reading 
skills of your pupils? Looking at speech is a great way to develop understanding 
of informal speaking and demonstrates to pupils how they could use their own 
speech in their writing. You could work in pairs or groups sharing some famous 
sketches or some comedy pieces you have all written yourself. 

Getting engaged

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04gpx3y


The following script is taken from CBBC’s FIT! This sketch is a parody of fitness DVDs.  

It makes a fictional one based on darts – a sport not usually associated with fitness.

Diamond Dave Delaney:

‘New from 202020 Entertainment... Do you want calves like this, 

[Camera reveals a man with untoned calves...] 

biceps like this

 [... a man with untoned biceps] 

and abs like this? 

[... and a man with a large belly] 

Yes, you really can have the body of a darts player with Diamond Dave Delaney’s Darts Workout.

[Scene now changes to a small room – the type of place you would normally see people  

doing intense exercise. Dave Delaney is instructing a class]

 OK now, aim the darts and throw the darts.

[To camera]

Darts gave me the body I have today. Follow my darts workout - you could have it too.

 [winks to camera]

[Scene cuts back to the exercise hall] 

Walk to the board, collect those darts and walk back and have a nice sit down.

[To camera]

‘It’s the only exercise DVD that really works.’ Just ask some of my satisfied clientele.

‘Tony’ from Beckenham:

Darts Workout really gets results. In just 12 weeks it turned me from this 

[Shows ‘before’ picture of Tony] 

to this. 

[Shows ‘after’ picture of Tony. There is no difference between the two pictures]

Diamond Dave Delaney:

[Cut back to the exercise hall] 

Let’s try some combinations. And throw, and throw, and throw, and walk.

[To camera] 

Order today and each copy comes with your very own Dave Delaney’s Darts Workout  

T-shirt, XXL size only. And a free exercise pie, containing all the pie vitamins and gravy  

energy you need to play a game of darts.

Plus, order right this very second and we’ll throw in our follow-up DVD, 

Snookercise;  the snooker-based fitness regime that works almost all 

of the muscles in one of your arms.

Buy Dave Delaney’s Darts Workout DVD today. No pain, plenty of gain. 

And darts yourself to the body you’ve always dreamed of.

[Cut back to the exercise hall] 

Right, I think that’s enough of that. We done at least five minutes, let’s call it a day.  

I’ll see you all next month.

[Everyone looks exhausted. Dave Delaney takes a seat to catch his breath as the  

others leave the exercise class] 

 

Opening sequence 
This looks and sounds like a 

regular advert for an exercise 
DVD, but what they are selling 
isn’t what you would expect if 
you really wanted to get fit! 

DVD title 
By using alliteration in 
the title of Diamond 

Dave Delaney’s Darts 
DVD, the writers have 

made the product 
sound ridiculous

Walk to the board 
sequence 

You would expect Dave 
Delaney to give instructions 

that were really active in 
an exercise DVD - but after 

walking for a bit he tells 
them all to sit down! 

Extra free products 
Fitness DVDs usually tell you 

about how you can lose weight 
- this one gives you extra-large 

T-shirts and pies!

Snookercise  
The writers are trying 
to sell you an exercise 
DVD for a sport which 
they tell you only uses 

one arm! 

Misdirection

Combinations

Spoof
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Repetition

Reversing
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Example script
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